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Social licence: Whose problem?

• For biofuels vs other energy sectors, how
strategically important is legitimacy?

• Why should we believe super-industries
deliver social justice and ecological gain?

• Who wins, and who loses, from weak
governance?

• In governance, who loses most from
complexity and transaction costs?

• Do you really believe that government has
the capacity to put in place governance
that will preserve your license?



What is policy risk?

The risk that a policy may:

1. Fail to be politically
implemented

– Through formal political
processes; or

– Informal political resistance.

2. Be accepted politically but fail
because of design failures

– Transaction costs

– Implementation platform failings

3. Cause excessive harmful
‘spillovers’.

Policy design strokes the ego. Taking responsibility for it
working effectively, economically and fairly is far tougher.



Task 43 Objective 2

1. Using policy and market based
instruments to effectively
promote sustainable
development.

2. Using science based
sustainability criteria and
standards...." given
regional/feedstock variables”.

"Sustainable development” =
environment, economy and
social justice

For every complex
problem, there is a
solution that is simple,
neat, and wrong.  Henry
Louis Mencken



How will government deal
with biofuel risks?
• Risks to economic values

– Subsidy / mandate economic distortion
– Input competition effects (e.g. water use)
– Investment risks (public and private)
– Failure to realise the real opportunities

• Risks to the social values
– Displacement and monopolisation
– Nth/Sth inequities

• Risks associated with politics
– Policy distortion
– ‘Public choice’ effects

• Environmental risks
– Resource use/damage
– Monocultures and biodiversity
– Invasive species
– Resource depletion, consumption

Relying on normal tools:
- Regulation
- Bans
- Incentives and subsidies
- Market creation and
support
Within a politically
contested context



One name for many
technologies and
commercial models

What biofuels paradigm?

Biofuel commerce = a villager
in Africa selling firewood, to an
American fuel company selling
elaborately transformed fuel
and food product from a biofuel
refinery in Indonesia.

National biofuel policy goals?
• National energy security?
• Industry development?
• Input competition control?
• Environmental protection?
• Social justice?

… all of these at the same
time?



The vicious nature of the problem
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Could good instruments be
bad governance?

Many rules, many marketMany rules, many market
instruments, programs. Tooinstruments, programs. Too
little effectivenesslittle effectiveness

>250 State and National>250 State and National
resource laws.resource laws.

+ regulations, rulings,+ regulations, rulings,
strategies and plans.strategies and plans.

+ Local government rules.+ Local government rules.

+ Industry and market chain+ Industry and market chain
codes, standardscodes, standards

+A myriad of plans, rulings+A myriad of plans, rulings
and advisoriesand advisories



Limits to biofuel policy
instruments

• Instruments are clumsy relative to the
issues.

• Standards are many, confused and weak.

• Governments are state bounded, trade is
not.

• Private funds flows are more powerful than
government funds.

• Governments have less information than
the governed industry.



Water : part of the challenge…

• Biofuels = eWater (and eSoil and eWork)
moving around the world (flows following
the money)?

• Managing biofuel “industrial ecologies” for
TBL outcomes (eg integrated biofuel,
farming and industrial enterprises)?

• Water parsimony = high harm potential
(e.g. biofuel weed risk, marginal lands
industrialisation)?



e.g. Water saving crops

• The ideal biofuel species =
perfect weed?

• Genetic modification
directions

• The perfect weed storm
– Scale and unit value of

biofuel

– Economic vulnerability of
growers

– Fiscal capacity to
protect/remediate?



Innovations in governance?
• Redesign transaction systems.

• ‘Smart regulation’, multiple instruments.

• Improve behavioural sophistication.

• Streamline the architecture.

• Improve regulatory evaluation and review.

• Use ‘collaborative governance’.

• Enable citizens to take action.

• Cut ‘front-line’ transaction costs.

• Reflect commercial risk management.

• Apply the scientific model



IUCN Academy of Environmental Law
Innovation in risk management arrangements for biofuel weeds

Weed pathway Whose decisions? What institutions? Risk themes ?
Science institutions

Enterprise investors

Bio-security agencies

Policy agencies

Commercial insurers

Land-use agencies
Economic agencies
Property investors
Industry organisations
Primary industry agencies

Standards Certifiers
Public media

Fuel companies

Legal system

Consumer organisations

Conservation agencies

Science institutions

Monitoring agencies

Field scientist
Lab scientist

Industry Entrepreneur

Risks expert
Customs Bureaucrat

Commercial Propagator
Development agency staff
Site investor/owner
Land-use approver

Plantation entrepreneur
Plantation manager

Biofuel processor
Biofuel investor
Biofuel consumer

Extension officer
Rural NGO activist
Plantation neighbour

Government weeds
manager
Regional environmental
officer
Local weeds manager
Weeds officer

Field scientists

Risk/context scientific
evaluation

Closing the risk-
responsibility/reward
cycle

Risk-calibrated
management options

Economic incentive for
risk management

Informed, harm-
accountable investors

Risk-control by the
industry

Risk-informed consumer
choices

Active harm monitoring

Compensation

Knowledge for
avoidance/control/reme
diation

Incentives for
control/remediation

Funds for control and
remediation



A biofuels governance strategy?

• Systems-based, using ‘smart regulatory’
approaches.

• Harnessing private sector knowledge and
power, reflecting game theory.

• Credible co-regulation – a new
government/industry relationship.

• Innovation in instruments, with greater
commercial sophistication



What might this look like?

Industry self requlatory structure Liability structureGovernance structure

Marketplace Civil rights/ duties Regulation

Civil liability for
harms

Assured risk
payments
capacity–
insurance/
deposits

Industry collective responsibility for
supervision/ control

Industry mutual insurance or risk-
control fund structure

Embraced risk
accountability

Site license and
control system

Industry management system and
standard

“Green” risk certification (product or
investment)

Governance
and reporting
audit



Impediments to innovation

• Informational impediments

– Risk assessment

– Monitoring

• Resource flow impediments

– Funding

• Decision impediments

– Community trust and incentives to reform

– Capacity impediments

• Institutions

– Level playing field

For he who
innovates will have
for his enemies all
those who are well
off under the
existing order of
things, and only
lukewarm
supporters in those
who might be better
off under the new



The challenge for the industry

• There is a commitment to lead, but ..

– The public choice problem. Some will benefit
from governance failure.

– Consensus problem. Innovation is risky, the
issues are complex, real solutions untested.

– Path dependence. Known “solutions” may fail,
but at least they are known.

• Governance innovation is essential and in
the interest of the industry, but it is a large
strategic challenge.

• How will the industry meet it?


